Abstract

The day of September 11, 2001 which was primarily seen like an ordinary day was significantly written into the world’s history. The worst terrorist attack of all ages were committed in the United States, nearly 3.000 people were killed during the attacks. American administration in response to the attacks declared the „war on terror”, which was mainly represented by military interventions to Afghanistan 2001 and Iraq 2003. Inseparable part of Bush’s foreign policy was National Security Strategy, which is the strategic basis for invasion to Iraq, approved on September 2002. This concept of this analysis is dealing with these three concrete events of american foreign policy which are specified on the background of Just War Theory JWT. Concretely on the basis of category *jus ad bellum* - right to war. The main aim of this work is to explore compatibility of these missions with the principles of just war and find out whether operations were launched justly according to JWT. National Security Strategy NSS - which is discussable in the current international system with the regard of the controversial concept of preemption - is important part of the research too. Pre-emptive strategy is confronted with the just war theory, primarily in the sense whether it is possible to consider preemption like *just cause* of the JWT. It does not leave out the view of the ethical aspect presented in NSS.